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1. INTRODUCTION

The live comment in Facebook Live and many other video broadcasting sites has gained huge popularity in recent years, as user-to-user interaction has become an important feature in video-browsing. However, the traditional news media hasn’t done much to exploit its comments to promote user-experience, which, in fact, are very valuable especially among those controversial topics. In real life, because of its unstructured nature, the comments area seem to be a debate ground with various unsorted ideas. What we want to do is to restructure the comments into different topics based on the content of the news itself, so that user can immediately find the related comments while reading the news. This will give reader a sense of discussing the news with others while reading which changes the traditional on-line news browsing experience.

In our project, we propose a relational score between comments and each paragraphs based on algorithm developed by [Cai] and also filter out those unrelated spam comments. After receiving related comments, they will be presented in two major ways. Those significantly related comments will be inserted directly into the document, and others will be saved into sidebar, and show up when user clicks the related link in related paragraphs. In particular, this will be presented as a Chrome extension, and first targeted to specific news site, like ArcTechnica, or CNN. Later on, if time permits, we can scale this app to dynamically apply for different news sites (detail see 4).

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Recent studies have shown great interests in exploiting content of the user comments for various purposes [Park et al. 2011; Giannopoulos et al. 2012], but most of those only target to analyze the content of the site information or the sentiment triggered by the information, instead of directly serving the readers in their reading experience. Meanwhile, not much previous work further categorize the comments based on the content of the news itself.

3. SPECIFICATION

(1) Automatic parsing comment during web browsing from different sites
(a) Inspect news site HTML format
(b) Hard-code parsing comments content from particular HTML
(c) Crawl comments based on main page of the news as most sites only display a few top comments
(d) Study common pattern of news sites comments layout
(e) Dynamic parsing based on pattern search

(2) Apply algorithm to filter and match the comment to certain context.
(a) Apply matching algorithm based on the study of [Cai] [Das et al. 2014]
(b) Detect and remove spam comment [Kant et al. 2012; Cai]

1The project will start from hard-code parsing given sites, and then attempt to develop dynamically crawling algorithms.
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(c) Use matching score to filter and rank comments

(3) Restructured the web page to push the comment into static news. (For details see figure 1, 2 below)
   (a) Rearrange comments based on relative passages based on algorithm
   (b) Design UI pattern to insert top comments (only several of those) into original news page
   (c) Design UI pattern to push all related comments if user is interested, i.e. clicks on a link, by pop-up sidebar
   (d) Prototype details see Appendix A

4. MILESTONE

(1) Algorithm realization
   (a) Spam comment detection and removal
   (b) Comment and context match
   (c) Recommend comment pick

(2) Toolkit implementation
   (a) HTML injection with collection of comments in sidebar
   (b) News content restructure to push recommended comments

(3) Toolkit Scaling
   (a) Automatic comment crawling to adopt different website layout
   (b) User setting and customization
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The Scaling part shall be optional for our main project based on time limit. We currently do not have a clear idea of how to implement automatic crawling. If the difficulty of this implementation exceeds our expectation, it can be omitted, and the project can focus on a number of major news sites.
A. APPENDIX

React has popularized functional programming in JavaScript. This has led to
giant frameworks adopting the Component-based UI pattern that React uses.
And now functional fever is spilling over into the web development
ecosystem at large.

But the React team is far from relenting. They continue to dig deeper,
discovering even more functional gems hidden in the legendary library.

Fig. 1. Original page from Medium
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Fig. 2. Insert matched comments between corresponding paragraphs

Fig. 3. Button to toggle the sidebar with collection of comments